
Prescription Codes

actiacti plusplus

20mm ABPlus/18/20

25mm ABPlus/18/25

27.5mm ABPlus/18/27.5

30mm ABPlus/18/30

Spare pouches

SPlus18 contains 15 x non-return valve pouches
SP18 contains 15 x pouches

32.5mm ABPlus/18/32.5
35mm ABPlus/18/35
40mm ABPlus/18/40

Contains: 1 x briefs, 1 x flange plate, 10 non-return
valve pouches and 1 night/leg bag connector

When requesting the Acti brief Plus please provide the exact waist size in
order for us to provide the correct size briefs.

Brief Size - Small 28-33 inch hip 
Medium 34-36 inch hip

X Large 40-44 inch hip 

Large 37-40 inch hip

*When washing the Acti brief Plus, please keep the flange plate in place, and wash
at no higher than 30 degrees or alternatively hand wash.

For more information and to also find out about Bullen Healthcare Home
Delivery Service please contact us on Freephone 0800 888 501
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Should you wish to increase the drainage capacity of
the Acti brief Plus by use of a leg or night drainage
bag, it is advisable to use this tube to obtain an
effective seal between the Acti brief Plus outlet and
your choice of bag.
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Step 1.
Pull on the briefs, and pull the penis
through the aperture whilst pushing the
flange plate firmly against the groin.

Step 2.
Take 1 pouch and align both ring seals and
push the two together creating a solid seal.

Step 3.
Expel any air that may have been trapped
when applying the pouch and close the
drain plug. To drain remove the drain plug
and drain as normal. Close the drain plug
when empty.

Guide for use with
Acti brief Plus

Leg / Night Bag attachment tube

Step 1.
Remove the stopper completely from the 
Acti brief Plus outlet tube.

Step 2.
Moisten and push the rubber tube over the
outside of the Acti brief Plus outlet tube covering
all the re-inforced section of the Acti brief Plus
outlet tube.

Step 3.
Push the other end of the connecting tube over
the inlet tube of your chosen bag, sufficient for a
good seal.

Step 4.
Gently try to pull the inlet and outlet tubes apart
to test the seal you have obtained. Ideally the
connecting tube should stretch before the seals
on the outlet and inlet tubes move to release.
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